
A DAY IN THE LIFE ...

Raffles. Inspiring great minds.

Every element carefully considered. Every  
space calm, contemporary and creative.  

Sublime service... And all perfectly positioned  
at the heart of one of the most exciting,  

energising cities on earth.

Welcome to Raffles Istanbul.

For over a century, Raffles hotels have been 
known as the meeting place for great minds;  

very special places where imaginations can take 
flight and inspiration arrive. In designing our 
hotel, Raffles has created something elegantly 

contemporary – the perfect venue for meetings, 
events and unforgettable memories.

With spaces large enough for a car launch,  
yet small enough for the most intimate social 

gathering, Raffles Istanbul is ideal for  
any kind of event.

The story continues...
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Imagine the perfect event.

Our event spaces include a beautiful 
boardroom as well a selection of inspiring 
spaces to fit your imagination. All have a 

projector, stable screen and wireless internet 
and can be tailored exactly to your needs. 

Meanwhile, as you would expect, everything 
is taken care of. With dedicated meeting 
planners, your own Meeting Concierge, 
you’ll have everything (and everyone)  

you need to make the event run perfectly.
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Translucent paper to be stapled over this spread
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RAFFLES CLUB

ROCCA RAFFLES CLUB

ISOKYO

Our restaurants and bars offer inspiring private spaces which are 
perfect for personalised events and launches. 

LONG BAR
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Facilities
Our rooms are designed for the modern traveller,  
but also to take advantage of our location and the 
views across the city. Light, airy and contemporary,  
they showcase Istanbul at its very best.

• 62 Deluxe Rooms
• 52 Premier Rooms
• 22 Signature Rooms
• 15 Silhouette Suites
• 10 Urban Suites
• 21 Horizon Suites
• 2 Continents Suites
• 1 Raffles Suite

Service
Everything you expect – and a few things you  
might not. Raffles Istanbul has thought of everything  
and special requests are always welcome.

• 24 hour butler service
• Raffles Spa
• Indoor and outdoor pool
• Multilingual staff
• Heated helipad
• Car parking

Food & Beverage Facilities
We have two restaurants, three bars and lounges,  
plus a Raffles Patisserie – each offering a choice  
of atmosphere, cuisine and styles. 

• Rocca – modern Turkish cuisine
• Isokyo – Contemporary pan-asian, the new impulse 

of social dining
• Raffles Club – A private lounge that has been 

designed to enhance the stay in a private yet 
exclusive way

• Long Bar – lively and energetic, the place to see 
and be seen

• Lounge 6 – a lively and vibrant terrace with a view 
of the city (Summer season only)

• Lavinia – an impressive lobby lounge to relax  
and meet friends

• Raffles Patisserie – an oasis of comfort, relaxation 
and indulgence

Rising above this ancient and bustling metropolis. The new modern 
heart of Istanbul. The Zorlu Center, where art, music, performance and 

the world’s most luxurious brands converge.

 Raffles Istanbul Meetings & Events 


